JOB DESCRIPTION
1. JOB DETAILS:
Position Title:

Technical Specialist AngularJS(Contract)

Reporting To:

Chief Technology Officer & Director

Department:

Technology

Location:

Chennai

2. Organizational Overview:
Northern Arc Capital's mission is to provide efficient and reliable access to debt capital markets for
institutions that impact low income households. These include rural & urban micro finance institutions,
retail NBFCs, and housing finance companies. Northern Arc Capital connects these institutions with
capital markets and investors such as banks, insurance companies, and mutual funds through financial
tools such as securitization, credit enhancement and debt structuring. http://northernarc.com/
3. JOB OBJECTIVE:
This position will build highly available and scalable Enterprise applications.
Provides solutions to technical issues, and are responsible for meeting development schedules and
ensuring the delivered solution meets the technical specifications and design requirements.
It will be a dynamic environment with expectation to learn a lot and build a top-quality user interface
with lot of controls
4. KEY ACCOUNTABILITIES:
Description
Delivering a complete, Responsive front-end application
Ensuring high performance on mobile and desktop
Writing tested, idiomatic, and documented JavaScript, HTML and CSS
Collaborate with the back-end developers in the process of building the RESTful API
Communicating with external APIs
5. SPECIFICATIONS: QUALIFICATIONS, EXPERIENCE, & COMPETENCIES:
Minimum Qualifications:
 BE /BTECH/ MCA
Minimum Experience:
 Total Experience: 4-5 years
Skills Required:


Proficiency with JavaScript and HTML5



Professional, precise communication skills



Deep knowledge of AngularJS practices and commonly used built in modules based on
extensive work experience



Creating self-contained, reusable, and testable modules and components.



Modularizing Angular code into reusable factory services and widgets is expected.



Extensive knowledge of CSS and JS methods for providing performant visual effects.



Creating custom, extendable general use modules and components which extend the
elements and modules of core AngularJS.



Experience with all levels of operation available to the front-end, such as from creating XHRs
in vanilla JS to using a custom wrapper around $resource
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Experience with building the infrastructure for serving the front-end app and assets
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